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The Quick N Dirty mountain bike (Dirt Bike) series held an event today at Balboa Park, next to the Velodrome.  

Attending for the Descenders were Rick Bienias, and David Ernst. 

I think we all know Rick’s past as some sort of pro dirt bike racer. Rick mentioned when we arrived 1.5 hours before the 
start that he has not raced his dirt bike in at least 10 years. Well before the Descenders! We’ll right upon arrival other 
riders promptly said “hello Rick,” as if he was never gone. Basically today was a reunion for Rick and his dirt bike 
buddies, and it as obvious they were delighted to have Rick there to race. As usual my role was to hold Rick’s bag!  

Another guy then blurts out to us, like he knows us, “where’s Guido?” Turns out this is Tony, one of Guido’s daughters 
(forgot which one!) boyfriend, and he’s been hassling Guido to get into the dirt scene. Tony works for Loaded Precision 
components, a dirt bike component maker (and maker of a stem I really want) based here in San Diego. Tony also has 

this completely unique suspension front fork on his dirt bike. Tony is into it. Guido’s daughter told me after the race that 
she wants a bike, a Road Bike. Guido - make it happen… 

I’ve learned in the dirt bike scene there’s no “fun” rides like the road world, it’s always a *race* when dirt is involved.  
Rick signed up for the Expert 49+ Class, while I signed up for the Super Sprint class because, like the expert classes, it 

involved 5 laps, whereas the Sport Class was only 4 laps. I figured to get crushed as a 51-year old (no age groups in the 
Super Sport class) but I wanted to get a good workout. The *race* course was a total blast 3.3 mile route in the native 

dirt to the west of the Velodrome. It has a good mix to quick and sketchy single track descents, fast and flowing 
moderate downhill to the SW corner of the route, and a descent climb back to the start and even a lap in the Velodrome. 

Really fun.  
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Rick’s Strava feed gives the tale of his (mis) adventure. Briefly stated, Rick was in the lead group of 5 riders chilling and  
waiting for the attack on the last lap (mostly 25-36 aged group riders). On one of the sketchy, fast single track  

sections another ride most have gone of course. Rick had no chance to avoid the rider, t-boned him, and basically got ejected 
from his bike and did a fine dirt/vegetation sample off the course. He was happy to find he and his bike were fine, and once 

he gathered up his new Spy shades (with the Happy Lenses) was off again but no longer in the lead group.  
Rick still finished 1st in his class. 



Top of the Podium for Rick! 

 As for me 8 out of 10 in the Super Sport wasn’t so bad - not last! Ironically I would have finished 9th in the Expert 49+ class,  
and 4th or 5th in the 4 lap Sport Class. No matter no dirt samples for me and it was fun, and a good workout. You should have come! 


